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PHYSICS HERITAGE & PROMISE CAMPAIGN – ACQUIRING THE WENNER COLLECTION
By Mariann Salisbury, Director of Development

The American Institute of Physics is in the
process of acquiring the Wenner Collection
of rare books and manuscripts. Collected by
David Wenner, this is a comprehensive, coherent library that tells the story of the history of physics through primary sources in
a way that is unprecedented in its breadth
and depth. As part of the collection, Wenner
produced a substantial six-hundred-page
book, History of Physics, listing each item and
explaining its significance. He goes further
to contextualize each discovery and demonstrates how the
items relate to each other. This
book will inform the curatorial
and cataloguing process for
assimilating these rare books
into the Niels Bohr Library &
Archives.

lished accounts of most of the important
discoveries in physics during the past 350
years.” The collection (200 linear feet in 3,800
volumes) includes works by Ptolemy, Galileo,
Huygens, Halley, Newton, Laplace, and many
early 19th-century natural philosophers.
Topics include classical mechanics, matter
theory, electricity and magnetism, and thermodynamics, but also the standard model,
unification theories, and condensed matter
physics.

AIP now has the unparalleled opportunity
to acquire this collection. As philanthropic
support goes beyond the purchase of the
books to endow conferences, research, and
fellowships, it will transform both the Niels
Bohr Library & Archives and the Center for
History of Physics.
When Manhattan Rare Books evaluated the
Wenner Collection, Michael DiRuggiero, the
owner and rare book appraiser wrote:
“Upon entering Wenner’s library, I became immediately
aware that he has taken great
care with both the presentation and preservation of his
books and documents. He has
encased the more fragile items
in custom boxes and he has
handsomely rebound volumes
when appropriate. The appearance of his library, therefore,
far exceeds that of any traditional academic library. There
is a uniformity and continuity
to his library that underscores
that we are in the presence of
a carefully planned collection
rather than a more haphazard
assemblage of books.

This acquisition is part of a
larger objective to expand the
Center for the History of Physics and the Niels Bohr Library
& Archives over the next five
years. Our vision is of a historical enterprise at the American
Institute of Physics, grand in
scope, and commensurate with
the importance of the physical
The library at Wenner’s house containing the rare books collection.
sciences and the technologies
Photo Courtesy of David Wenner.
through which they touch our
lives daily. As of October 20, 2017, we are
The section of the collection containing the
“Wenner has also taken the extraordinary
proud to say we are past the halfway mark
most important first editions in the history of
step of including paper slips inside each
toward our first-phase goal of $6 million.
electricity includes: Volumes containing the
item, identifying the discoveries or ideas
development and statement of Ohm’s Law;
of significance contained within each volMr. Wenner began his collection around
Faraday’s description of his invention of the
ume and offering a description of that
publications related to the Nobel Prize in
electric motor; Faraday’s three-volume book
item’s place in the history of physics. This is
Physics and went beyond that to the formacontaining his publications on electricity
no small achievement. Without the slips, it
tive days of physical science in the natural
and magnetism titled Experimental Researchwould be extraordinarily difficult to locate
philosophical works of the 17th, 18th, and
es in Electricity; and Maxwell’s famous A Treaand contextualize the volumes under con19th centuries. As Mr. Wenner writes: “the
tise on Electricity and Magnetism containing
sideration. The overall effect is remarkable
Wenner Collection … contains the first pubhis famous electromagnetic equations.
—walking through (continued on page 4)
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The American Institute of Physics’ History Programs are
seeking to raise major gifts to build capacity by strengthening
programs that currently have partial support and to ensure
their sustainability for the long term. The programs include
acquisition of the Wenner Collection, the Lyne Starling Trimble
Science Heritage Public Lecture Series, Grants-in-Aid, Grants
to Archives, and the Emerging Technologies Fund—all of which
are instrumental in making widely known the human face of
science and the physical sciences’ impact on modern life.

The Wenner Collection
Goal: To acquire and make accessible the rare books and archives in the David Wenner Collection, including 3,800 titles in the
history of physics, highlighting Ptolemy, Galileo, Huygens, Halley, Newton, Laplace, and many more leading scientists.

Trimble Lectures
AIP History Programs intend to use a portion of the funds toward fully endowing the Lyne Starling Trimble Science Heritage
Public Lecture Series. The series was partially endowed at $100,000 from Professor Virginia Trimble, in memory of her father,
who was an innovative chemist, and will be fully endowed at $500,000. The lecture series is an important public outreach
initiative featuring prominent science historians and writers who aim to highlight the important roles that science plays in
modern society and culture.

Grants-in-Aid & Grants to Archives
The Grants-in-Aid and Grants to Archives programs fund research in the history of physics and allied sciences (such as astronomy, geophysics, and optics) and their humanistic interactions. These programs have assisted more than 250 scholars to produce
dozens of publications and helped archives make 69 major collections available for research. The programs are partially funded
by AIP and endowment income. The Institute aims to expand the programs and complete its endowment of these programs
through this campaign.

Emerging Technologies
The Emerging Technologies Fund allows AIP History Programs to keep current with digital technologies. The goal is to satisfy
the growing demand for robust online, interactive resources and to make our collections more available to the global community of scholars and historians. New technologies will also enable staff to preserve and digitize the rarest, most fragile books and
documents in AIP’s history collections.

www.aip.org/history-programs
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Wenner’s library, one gets the sense that
one is walking through history. “
As you may know, many significant researchers have published books based on materials
in the Niels Bohr Library & Archives, including many classics by award-winning historians and science writers, including Walter
Isaacson, Roger Stuewer, Lillian Hoddeson,
and Gino Segrè. The addition of the Wenner
Collection will attract an even greater number of scholars to AIP and facilitate its use in
more Ph.D. dissertations and publications.

ing investigations in the history of science.
We envision an active research center, with
conferences for early-career scholars and
other conferences more thematically conceived. All of this will be built around the
Wenner Collection and the other collections
already cared for at AIP.

To learn more about this initiative and to
pledge your support, go to our web page,
www.aip.org/physics-heritage-and-promise/about-the-wenner-collection, or contact
Mariann Salisbury, Director of Development,
American Institute of Physics, at msalisbury@aip.org or call 301-209-3098.

Outcomes: Creating and Activating
Collections
The breadth and depth of the book collection will attract leading scholars to spend
extended periods as visiting fellows. AIP intends to build endowment funds to support
senior fellowships, doctoral fellowships, and
pre-doctoral fellowships. These endowed
fellowships will promote the international
exchange of views and creative, path-break-

One shelf of the Wenner collection. Photo courtesy of David Wenner.

GRAVITY: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
By Don Howard, University of Notre Dame

At the beginning of September 2017, the Pacific Institute of Theoretical Physics (PiTP) at the
University of British Columbia (UBC) hosted a
four-day meeting, “Gravity: Past, Present, and
Future,” that brought together a remarkable
group of physicists, historians, and philosophers of science, including many of the “greats”
from the time of the revival of work on general
relativity, gravitation, and relativistic cosmology in the late-1950s and early-1960s up to the
present day. The background and motivation
for the conference is the establishment at UBC
of a new Gravity Archive under the leadership
of Philip Stamp, which aims to document the
entire history of the subject through source
materials, audio and video recordings, and
extended interviews with significant figures.
The foundation of the archive will be the extensive collection assembled over the last fifty years by the indefatigable Michael Wright,
a collection comprising over 1.3 million pages
of documents and over 30,000 hours of audio
and video recordings of lectures, conferences,
and interviews.
The first goal of the Gravity Archive will be the
preservation and digitization of the Wright
Archive, work that will be done in collabo4
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ration with the world-class archival facilities
and personnel at UBC. A longer-term goal is
to expand upon the foundation of the Wright
Archive with the collection and digitization of
additional materials, such as the scientific papers of Roger Penrose and many other prominent figures in the “gravity revolution,” and an
ongoing program of oral history interviews.
The third part of the plan is the establishment
at UBC of a new interdisciplinary Research
Centre, which will hire faculty in the history
and philosophy of physics, foster intellectual
activity around the contents of the archive,
including additional conferences and workshops, and superintend the Gravity Archive.
This is an ambitious and exciting initiative,
one that can set the gold standard for how
specific research communities cultivate and
preserve their histories.
There were many highlights to the conference, including the opening evening public
lecture by Martin Rees, “From Mars to the
Multiverse,” which drew an overflow audience. Many of the more specialized lectures
by senior figures in gravitational physics and
relativistic cosmology provided engaging
overviews of their own work or of the field

as a whole, starting with the Friday morning
lectures by Abhay Ashtekar, “Advances in
General Relativity and Gravitation: A Broad
Perspective,” and George Ellis, “Gravitational
Theory and Cosmology: Past, Present, and
Future,” and continuing with talks by Josh
Goldberg, “Syracuse and Beyond,” Wolfgang
Rindler (who participated by telephone),
“Some Remarks on Horizons in Friedmann
Models,” Roger Penrose, “Conformal Boundaries: Old Ideas and New Developments,” Ted
Newman, “Almost Light-Cones and Applications,” Jim Hartle, “The Impact of Cosmology
on Quantum Mechanics,” Michael Duff, “Five
Decades of the Gravitational Weyl Anomaly,”
Stephen Fulling, “Is There a Cosmological Casimir Effect? On the Reality of Vacuum Energy,” Robert Wald, “Information Loss in Black
Hole Evaporation,” and John Bardeen, “Hawking Radiation and Information Loss – Insights
from the Semi-Classical Stress-Energy Tensor.”
By far my personal favorite was Roy Kerr’s
concluding lecture, “The Kerr Solution,” which
included the delightful story of the very day
when he discovered spinning black hole solutions of the Einstein field equations. As Kerr
explained, people had been working on this
www.aip.org/history-programs

problem ever since the 1938 Einstein, Infeld,
and Hoffmann paper (Einstein, Infeld, and
Hoffmann 1938). But nothing had worked
because they had not looked at the angular
momentum. Kerr told us that he had spent a
lot of time as a graduate student understanding how to calculate angular momentum in
general relativity. Then, one day at Cambridge,
in 1963, he and Alfred Schild were working
together. Kerr was looking at the NUT metric
(Newman, Unti, and Tamburino 1963) and
realized that it was just the Bianchi identity
obscured by a poor choice of coordinates. He
reevaluated it in better coordinates, found the
Killing fields, and then, after calculating the
angular momentum, realized that it was rotating. Still not knowing whether it had any physical significance, he stood up and announced
to Schild that it was a rotating solution to the
field equations, at which point Schild said, “Do
you know how long people have been looking
for this?!” Kerr’s classic paper appeared shortly
thereafter (Kerr 1963).
The value to history of having the recollections of these pioneers recorded, especially
in critical engagement with an audience such
as was assembled at this conference, cannot
be overstated. We all owe PiTP a great debt
for making this event happen.

There were, of course, many younger physicists presenting, along with philosophers and
historians of science. Thus, Andrei Barvinski
gave an extremely interesting talk on Russian
work on gravitation and cosmology from the
1960s through the 1990s, reminding the audience how much work of profound importance was done in Russia during those years,
even if it was not always well known in the
West. Carlo Rovelli gave a provocative lecture,
“Quantum Gravity: Past, Present, and Future,”
which included discussion of fascinating
new work on how entangling gravitational
degrees of freedom with quantum scale systems can produce an entanglement-based
witness to quantum gravity. The idea goes
all the way back to Feynman, but he didn’t
appreciate its real significance because he
was thinking about single-particle systems
and so missed the possibility of using simple,
two-particle correlation measurements to
demonstrate quantum gravity effects (Bose,
Mazumdar, Morley, et al. 2017; Marlettoa and
Vedral 2017).
Among the many talks by historians and philosophers of science, most interesting to me
was Dennis Lehmkuhl’s report on his new
work with Daniel Kennefick and others on
documenting the history of the LIGO project.

Work has already begun on evaluating and
preserving crucial, LIGO-related materials
at the NSF and on the history of theoretical
work on gravity waves going back well before the classic 1937 paper by Einstein and
Rosen (Einstein and Rosen 1937). Kennefick
conducted an oral history interview with Rai
Weiss for the Center for History of Physics in
July 2017. The transcript will become available after processing.
One notable absence at the conference were
representations of the several women who
made contributions of fundamental importance to general relativity during and after
the renaissance of GR in the late-1950s and
early-1960s. Accidents of history explain why,
for example, Marie-Antoinette Tonnelat, who
died at far too young an age in 1980, or Cécile
DeWitt-Morette, who passed away in May
2017, were neither participating nor prominently enough remembered. And old age
would have made difficult the participation
of Yvonne Choquet-Bruhat. But this absence
reminded me that I have never seen any secondary literature on the truly remarkable role
of women in the renaissance of gravitational
physics. I commend this to younger historians
as a topic of compelling importance.
References
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Roy Kerr told the story of his discovery of the “Kerr solution.” Photo credit: Don Howard.
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CHASING HEISENBERG: THE RACE FOR THE ATOM BOMB
By Michael Joseloff*

I found a photo that started a research project while browsing the Emilio Segrè Visual Archives of the American Institute of Physics on
the internet: five men in suits and ties, smiling and posing for the camera at a University
of Michigan physics conference during the
summer of 1939. That photo became the
key to my new book, Chasing Heisenberg: The
Race for the Atom Bomb.
One member of the group, Werner Heisenberg, would go on to spearhead Adolf Hitler’s
embryonic atom bomb program; another,
Enrico Fermi, would become a top Manhattan Project scientist working on the Allied
atom bomb. A third, whom I didn’t recognize,
Samuel Goudsmit, was destined to become
a top Allied intelligence officer, tasked with
gathering information on the German bomb
and, in the final months of the war, capturing
Werner Heisenberg.
I was surprised to see these future rivals together and looking so cheerful, so I dug
further and came across two more photos:
one of Fermi and Heisenberg and another of
Fermi and Goudsmit. They were taken in the
mid 1920s when Fermi and Goudsmit were
in Göttingen, Germany, studying theoretical
physics. While there, they met Heisenberg, a
wunderkind and future Nobel laureate, and
became close friends.

I later learned that J. Robert Oppenheimer,
the future scientific director of the Manhattan Project, had also made the pilgrimage to
Göttingen where he, too, met Heisenberg.
Now, let me backtrack for a moment and explain why I was browsing the photo archives
in the first place. Twenty-five years ago I was
a producer at The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour
on PBS. A new book alleging that Robert Oppenheimer had passed atomic secrets to the
Soviets had just been published, and I was
asked to put together a segment exploring
the claim. The allegations proved baseless,
but I got caught up in the history, and the
more I learned, the more fascinated I became.
I’ve been reading about the Manhattan Project off and on ever since, and I continue to be
awed by what Oppenheimer and the Manhattan Project crew accomplished. Heisenberg
had at least a year’s head start. The obstacles
confronting the Allies were staggering. There
were no blueprints, no roadmaps for harnessing atomic energy. Much of the technology
had to be invented. The success or failure of
the bomb, and perhaps even the outcome of
World War II, would be decided in a millionth
of a second, the time it took to split 80 generations of atomic nuclei. There were no guarantees. President Truman would later call the
decision to build the bomb, “The greatest scientific gamble in history.”

I’ve wanted to produce a television documentary about that “gamble” for a long time.
Unable to drum up interest among my television colleagues, I decided to switch to print.
But the ground had been so well covered,
I knew I needed a fresh approach, a way to
breathe new life into that faded history.
That University of Michigan snapshot pointed the way.
A month after it was taken, World War II broke
out and Heisenberg was drafted to build Adolf Hitler an atom bomb. Allied intelligence
lost track of him. And, as historian Thomas
Powers writes, “In the soil of silence, grew the
seeds of fear.” All during the Manhattan Project, Oppenheimer, Fermi, and Goudsmit lived
in terror that he would succeed.
Chasing Heisenberg: The Race for the Atom
Bomb is the story of America’s historic quest
told through the eyes of four key participants, former friends turned bitter enemies.
Note: Chasing Heisenberg: The Race for the
Atom Bomb is published by Amazon Publishing and is available online.
* Michael Joseloff is a four-time Emmy Award
winning documentary producer living in New
York City. His work has aired on ABC, CBS, PBS,
and numerous cable TV channels.

L-R: Samuel Goudsmit, Clarence Yoakum (Michigan Dean), Werner Heisenberg, Enrico Fermi, and John Kraus (son of dean of arts at Michigan and applied physicist at Ohio
State) at the yearly Michigan Symposium in Theoretical Physics in the summer of 1939. AIP Emilio Segrè Visual Archives, Crane-Randall Collection, Goudsmit Collection.
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SEEKING CONNECTIONS BETWEEN PHYSICS AND CIVIL RIGHTS
By Benjamin Johnson, Visiting Researcher at AIP

In 2017 I used my time in New York City and
Washington, DC, to approach Columbia University and its physics department from the
Harlem side. While the links to Columbia remained vague, I made progress understanding the relationships between civil rights
leaders and American scientists.
One of the most fascinating relationships
was between Albert Einstein and Paul Robeson. Even before Einstein left Germany he
was contacted by W.E.B. Du Bois in 1931 on
behalf of African Americans. His standing as
an internationally renowned Jew in Germany
made him visible to other oppressed minority groups around the world. Einstein reacted
to Du Bois’ invitation by writing a letter titled “To American Negroes,” in which he addressed the dynamic between majority and
minority groups in society.
In either a serendipitous coincidence or a
premeditated escape, Einstein and his wife
traveled to California in December of 1932 for
a three-month stay. By March of 1933 the National Socialists had seized power in Germany and Einstein stayed in the United States.
At the end of the year he took a position at
the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton,
a northern town with an especially conspicuous history of racial tension. It was also the
home town of Paul Robeson.
Robeson left Princeton in 1915 to go to Rutgers College, where he excelled academically
and was a star football player. After that he
attended Columbia University Law School,

where he could be close to Harlem and the
early stages of the Harlem renaissance. (This
is, of course, an important lead I would like to
follow on another trip. It would be interesting
to know about Robeson’s activities at Columbia.) By the time Einstein arrived in Princeton,
Robeson had changed directions again and
become an internationally celebrated singer and performer in productions such as All
God’s Chillun Got Wings in Harlem and Show
Boat in London. In 1935, at a homecoming
concert in Princeton, Einstein went backstage
to meet Robeson. Both felt honored to be in
the other’s presence: both were aware of the
other’s professional accomplishments and
stances on race issues. The relationship continued until Einstein’s death.

In addition, Grundfest was invested in solving
problems facing science and scientists in the
post-War world. One was the restricted access
to math and science education and employment for Jews, blacks, and women. The technical disciplines, he argued, would have to be
expanded in order to meet the challenges of
the future, including achieving equal opportunity for minorities in these fields. Grundfest
was also one of many scientists advocating
the dissemination of academic findings from
historians, biologists, sociologists, anthropologists, and physiologists that promoted
equality of the races, that is, that we are all
“one human race.”

Reading Robeson’s papers at the Schomburg
Center for Research in Black Culture in New
York City, his importance to Harlem became
clearer to me. He was respected and sought
after as an entertainer and a political speaker
by both established organizations and private citizens. Americans across the country
turned to him for advice or even financial
help.

I would also like to mention the Harlem novelist and scholar Ralph Ellison, who was often
a guest at Columbia in literary circles. He had
an interest in HiFi stereos, which he built and
sold to finance his writing. Ellison was fascinated by the physical nature of sound waves
and in his writing he used imagery based on
his conceptions. I was not able to find any
contact to physicists in his papers at the Library of Congress, but this is a line I will continue to follow.

Robeson also worked closely on racial issues
with W.E.B. Du Bois, who had connections to
the world of science outside of Einstein. Du
Bois maintained correspondence with Linus
Pauling from CalTech and the Columbia neurophysicist Harry Grundfest. In 2016 I reported that Grundfest was attacked by Senator
Joseph McCarthy for supporting the victims
of the Smith Act, one of whom was Robeson.

I also researched the appearance of the
Columbia Campus and Pupin Hall, which
housed the Physics Department, as well as
the intersection of 125th Street and 8th Avenue in Harlem at the beginning of the 1950s.
I recorded an oral interview with a physics
Ph.D. student at Columbia from 1951 to 1954.
I am considering whether to submit this to
the AIP archive.

In 1931, Juliette Derricotte died after an auto
accident in Georgia, because the local hospital
refused to admit African Americans. She was the
dean of women at Fisk University in Nashville.
Professor Elmer Imes (shown on the left in his
laboratory) rushed to Georgia. Derricotte’s death
became a national issue, bringing Fisk University
and Civil Rights to wide attention. Learn more
about this in CHP’s Teaching Guides on Women and
Minorities at history.aip.org/teaching-guides. Photo
credit: ESVA.

www.aip.org/history-programs
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SARA SCHECHNER TO RECEIVE 2018 HAD DOGGETT PRIZE

Dr. Sara J. Schechner (Harvard University) will be the recipient of the 2018 LeRoy E. Doggett Prize
for Historical Astronomy. The AAS Historical Astronomy Division (HAD) awards the Doggett Prize
biennially to an individual who has significantly influenced the field through a career-long effort.
This award recognizes both Schechner’s scholastic achievements and her service to HAD and to
the study of astronomical history worldwide.
Schechner is a prominent member of the AAS Historical Astronomy Division. She served as vice
chair, chair, and past chair during the period 2005-2011 and has served on numerous HAD committees. During the 1990s she was an especially valuable member of the AAS Centennial Committee and served as chair of the Exhibit Subcommittee. As a founding member of the AAS Working Group for the Preservation of Astronomical Heritage, she has served as one of the group’s
specialists in historic instruments since 2007.
Her influence upon the history of astronomy is felt worldwide. She received her Ph.D. at Harvard
(supervised by Owen Gingerich and I. Bernard Cohen) in 1988, and since 2000 has been the university’s David P. Wheatland Curator of the Collection of Historical Scientific Instruments. She is
widely published; her two most recent volumes are Sundials and Time Finding Instruments of the
Adler Planetarium, Volume I (Adler Planetarium, 2017) and Tangible Things: Making History Through
Objects (Oxford University Press, 2015; co-authored with Laurel Ulrich, Ivan Gaskell, and Sarah
Carter). She has prepared numerous exhibitions and received many awards, including the Great
Exhibitions Prize from the British Society for the History of Science in 2014 and the Joseph H.
Hazen Education Prize from the History of Science Society in 2008.
The prize is a memorial to LeRoy Doggett (1941–1996), who was an active and highly regarded
member of the Division and was serving as secretary-treasurer at the time of his untimely death
from cancer. An expert in calendars, archaeoastronomy, and planetary theory, Doggett worked at
the US Nautical Almanac Office from 1965 to 1996 and headed it from 1991 to 1996.
Schechner will receive her award, which includes an honorarium and framed certificate, and give
a prize lecture at the 231st AAS meeting in January 2018 in Washington, DC.

8
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RE-INVIGORATING ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWING AT CHP
By Greg Good, Director, Center for History of Physics

One of the main charges of the Center for
History of Physics (CHP) since the 1960s has
been to interview scientists about their lives
and careers. Our mission is to document the
history of the physical sciences, and oral
history interviews provide one of the best
means to that end. The success of the effort is
seen in the 1100+ interview transcripts that
the Niels Bohr Library & Archives has posted
online. There is still much to be done in processing interviews we already have on hand,
but we must not forget that the existing interviews were conducted by real people and
that we can only continue to document the
history of the physical sciences by systematically interviewing more scientists now.
The Center currently has only two staff members who devote a fraction of their time to
interviewing: myself and the post-doc historian, Gabe Henderson. Steph Jankowski,
our senior administrative support for both
CHP and the Niels Bohr Library & Archives,
manages transcription outsourcing, record
keeping, and workflow. Since we also manage many other activities like Member Society advising and support, while producing
web exhibits, teaching guides, and conferences for early-career historians, there is not
that much time for us to conduct oral history interviews. How, then, do we boost the
number of interviews? After all, there is an
urgent need to interview aging scientists. If
not done now, many interviews will not be
done at all.

solar-terrestrial research. In the past, grants
have enabled us to interview astrophysicists
and industrial physicists.
Our second way to support oral histories
is via Grants in Aid and through the Avenir
Oral History Fund. Most of our interviews are
funded in this way, often by supporting a
scholar who has chosen interviewees as part
of his or her research project. These “over the
transom” interviews are often valuable to
our collections, and through them we often
get to know who conducts a better interview. Sometimes we receive a suggestion of
someone who should be interviewed sooner
rather than later, perhaps because of age or
health or because they have done particularly important work. Then I work my contact
list to find an appropriate interviewer who
can take on the extra work. The Avenir Oral
History Fund often underwrites these interviews.
Our third option is clear—to expand our
internal capabilities to conduct interviews.

That is, we need staff dedicated to this essential activity of CHP. I envision AIP establishing
a new oral history unit within CHP. There is
no question of the dire need. The question
is how to make this unit possible. The solution will certainly include partnering with
private foundations to find creative ways to
fund positions for staff and fellowships dedicated to oral history interviewing: capital
gifts, endowments, corporate funding. With
the capability to execute a plan of research,
the unit will also be able to track and support
independent interviews and be sure that relevant ones are accessioned for researchers.
We hope to start increasing these investments in the next few years, and then we can
begin systematic planning to add to the invaluable record of scientific accomplishment
represented by the world- renowned AIP oral
histories online.
For more on oral history at AIP, see my article “Gathering the Human Stories of Science,”
Physics Today 70, 5, 74 (2017); https://doi.
org/10.1063/PT.3.3566

We have three main ways we can boost oral
history numbers. First, we can submit thematic grant and contract proposals and, if
we are fortunate, be funded to bring extra
historians on staff just for the funded project. NASA’s Heliophysics Division is currently
supporting three doctoral fellows to focus on

For more information on oral history interviewing visit
https://www.aip.org/history-programs/physics-history/oral-history-interviewing

www.aip.org/history-programs
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EMILIO SEGRÈ VISUAL ARCHIVES DEBUTS NEW
ONLINE WILLIAM F. MEGGERS GALLERY OF NOBEL LAUREATES
By Audrey Lengel, Photo Librarian, Niels Bohr Library & Archives

On May 5, 1958, Robert R. Davis, the editor
of Physics Today, sent an interoffice memo to
Elmer Hutchisson, the Executive Director of
the American Institute of Physics, with the
subject line: “Meggers’ collection of autographed portraits of Nobel laureates.” In this
memo, Davis recounts a conversation he
had with William F. Meggers about the possibility of donating his gallery of 30 Nobel
portraits to AIP for exhibiting. And thus, the
idea of the Meggers Gallery of Nobel Laureates was born.
Since 1958, AIP has archived, exhibited, and
grown this collection to include portraits of
Nobel laureates in physics and related fields.
In the past 59 years, the collection expanded (and continues to expand each year) to
over 200 portraits. The portraits from the
collection were, up until recently, displayed
around the corridors of the 3rd floor of the
American Center for Physics in College Park,
Maryland, and were rapidly outgrowing
the wall space available in the halls. About
a year and a half ago, we started thinking
about how we could “refresh” the display of
this marvelous collection of portraits.

A small portion of the W.F. Meggers Gallery of Nobel Laureates hanging in the corridors of AIP earlier in 2017.
The portraits have been digitized and added to our new online gallery. Photo by NBLA staff.

A revamped online gallery exhibit seemed
like a perfect starting point, but we would
need help to do this portion. We brought on
Sara Horn as an intern for 3 months this past
spring, and then extended her time with
us by offering her the position of visual archives project assistant from July to December of this year. You can read more about her
time with us in her article on the next page!
Sara and I worked for the six months leading up to October with members of AIP’s
web and creative services teams (as well as
other staff from the Niels Bohr Library & Archives) to digitize, research, contextualize,
and build a digital gallery that fully replicated and expanded upon the physical gallery
of portraits.
The new online gallery includes all 232 portraits of Nobel laureates in physics and related fields, complete with information about
their Nobel Prize, links to their co-awardees,
and contextual archival resources from our
collections here at the Niels Bohr Library
& Archives. We have included oral history
quotes, links to Physics History Network
10
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Screenshot of the new digital W.F. Meggers Gallery of Nobel Laureates, recently debuted in October 2017.

profiles (see article on page 12), and archival
documents and photographs for each Nobel
laureate in the collection. This online version
of our robust collection now makes the resource available to researchers all around
the world, and is not just limited to the visitors to our building here in Maryland.
With the creation of this online gallery and
newly added contextual information, we
have only completed step one of the relaunch of the W.F. Meggers Gallery of Nobel

Laureates. Our next step is to create a touchscreen kiosk that will be installed at AIP with
an interactive digital display for visitors to
browse and learn about the Nobel laureates
included in the gallery. We hope you will
stay tuned for an update on this project in
2018 as we continue to build upon William F.
Meggers’ collection of Nobel laureates.
View the online William F. Meggers Gallery
of Nobel Laureates at: https://photos.aip.
org/nobel-gallery.
www.aip.org/history-programs

LIFE PROCESS OF THE WILLIAM F. MEGGERS NOBEL LAUREATES EXHIBIT REVAMP!
By Sara Horn, Visual Archives Project Assistant, Niels Bohr Library & Archives

The William F. Meggers Nobel laureates
digital exhibit has been a work in progress
since the beginning of 2017. I was given the
opportunity to work with this project as a
field study student from the University of
Maryland. I was very excited for the chance
to help create an interesting and informative avenue for visitors to Niels Bohr Library
& Archives and Emilio Segrè Visual Archives
(ESVA) to learn about Nobel laureates related to physics.
When I started working on the project, the
gallery was split into two incomplete exhibits. The largest portion consisted of portraits
hung along the corridors outside of the
Niels Bohr Library & Archives in the American Center for Physics building in College
Park, Maryland. The other portion consisted
of digitized and born-digital images available on the Emilio Segrè Visual Archives
website. My first step in this project was to
combine the two portions and get a complete inventory of our physical and digital
portraits. With a list of the original 30 portraits that were donated by W.F. Meggers,
I commenced with creating a master list
of portraits for the new exhibit. Many moments were spent walking between my desk
and the hallways of the 3rd floor to compare
notes and complete this master list.
Toward the middle of my time as an intern, I
turned all my handwritten lists into a simple

spreadsheet which kept expanding over the
next several weeks. Starting with a column
stretching to over 200 names, I began gathering information about those individuals
and their Nobel Prizes. The main pieces of
information I collected were: reason behind receiving the prize, year awarded, coawardees, and subject fields; this data was
collected from the official website of the
Nobel Prize.
With the spreadsheet finalized, it was time
to place all the information into our online
database. I began by double checking that
every individual on the list had a digitized
portrait in our online collection. If the individual did not have a portrait already in our
database, I created one, and added image
files (jpgs) and the data collected from the
Nobel Prize website. By the end of my field
study time, I had added all individuals on
the list into our online site, and they were
ready for transfer to the new online exhibit
page.
During my time as a field study intern, I had
the opportunity to help with the visual representation of the exhibit. The web team
developed a mock-up of the exhibit and
asked for changes and opinions; I kept the
user in mind when reviewing the mock-ups
and suggested ways to improve the gallery.
The web design team came up with a great
layout for the exhibit, incorporating the AIP

colors. Sadly, I had to leave the project before it was up and running for users because
my time as a field study student was up.
But fear not, I was able to come back! After
applying and being interviewed for the visual archives project assistant, I was given
the opportunity to work at AIP and finish
the Nobel Laureates exhibit project. Coming
back into the project, it was decided that
our exhibit/gallery should differentiate itself from other similar galleries by featuring
related resources from all areas of the Niels
Bohr Library & Archives.
I spent weeks scouring various archival collections searching for letters, articles, and
more that related to the Nobel laureates or
their work. All types of materials, ranging
from correspondence to additional photographs and oral history transcripts, were
used to build the exhibit. I digitized all the
resources found and placed identifying
information into the still-growing master
spreadsheet.
Next, we needed to add all of the additional
information to the online gallery. This was
a substantial amount of information that
needed to be inputted, so I collaborated
with all of the Niels Bohr Library & Archives
staff to make it possible. After a little editing
and reviewing, the exhibit is now live, just in
time for this year’s announcement of Nobel
laureates.

Sara Horn drawing out diagrams of ideas for the new online exhibit for the William F. Meggers Nobel Laureates Collection. Photo credit: NBLA staff.
www.aip.org/history-programs
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PHYSICS HISTORY NETWORK NOW AVAILABLE
By Amanda Nelson, Archivist, Niels Bohr Library & Archives

We are very pleased to announce that the
Physics History Network (PHN) went live in
July 2017 and is available for use.
The Physics History Network is an update to the
Center for History of Physics’ Array of Contemporary American Physicists (ACAP) and is a biographical resource that shows links between
physicists, where they worked, and what they
created. ACAP was created by Will Thomas as
part of a National Science Foundation grant
and contained information on over 800 physicists and associated scientists who worked
in the United States for extended periods between 1945 and the present. When AIP’s website moved to a new Drupal-based platform a
few years ago, Archives staff began working
on migrating the information found in ACAP
into a new XML-based archival standard called
Encoded Archival Context – Corporate Bodies,
People, and Families (EAC-CPF). The EAC-CPF
standard allows us to show relationships between people, where they worked, and the
books and archival resources they have created or are subjects of more effectively, which
will give our users more ways to move around
the resource and find new connections.
Researchers will find many new features
available to them with the new online plat-

form (history.aip.org/phn), which is linked on
the left-hand side of all Niels Bohr Library &
Archives’ web pages. First, the resource is now
full text searchable, with additional methods
of limiting and sorting results coming by the
end of the year. PHN is also browsable by
subject area and places as well as person or
institution name. All profiles have navigation
menus on the right-hand side of the page
to allow for easy navigation and a “Back to
Top” button to help move around the profile,
without the need for scrolling. People and
institution profiles have a “Relationships” section that shows the people and institutions
affiliated with the profile along with descriptive notes. Similar relationships are grouped
together, and those that have PHN profiles
are linked and appear blue. Furthermore, institution profiles have more information than
their ACAP iterations, including institutional
histories and lists of past presidents or chairmen. Resources at the bottom of each profile include resources available in our online
catalogs. Any published resources link to the
resources themselves or to WorldCat catalog
records, allowing the user to find them at a
library close to them. Unpublished resources
(archival materials, audio recordings, etc.) link
to finding aids or the resource itself, when
available. We’ve also added links to Physics

Today obituaries, if applicable. Finally, the
website is scalable and viewable from all mobile devices.
With the changes to the Physics History
Network now implemented, we will begin
growing the resource to include people and
institutions outside of the constraints of the
original project. Our initial phase is to ensure
that all Nobel Prize winners in physics and
allied sciences are included. One thing that
will not change is that all the information in
the resource is from vetted sources, and we
welcome feedback through a form on the
website for any issues users might find. Also,
we’ve created a video tutorial that shows you
around the new website and all the features
available. Keep an eye on our social media as
we share some Physics History Network “PHN
facts” that we’ve learned about the physicists
during our process of updating the resource
over the next few months.
We look forward to finding out what you
think and if there are any features you’d like
to see included in future updates. Please use
the Physics History Network feedback form to
get in touch with any questions.
Happy researching!

NIELS BOHR LIBRARY & ARCHIVES PARTNERS WITH NATIONAL HISTORY DAY
By Amanda Nelson, Archivist, Niels Bohr Library & Archives

The Niels Bohr Library & Archives staff have
been working on finding new ways to help
students become more interested in the history of physics and make them aware of the
importance of archival collections. With this
in mind, we have begun a working relationship with the National History Day (NHD)
organization.
National History Day is a nonprofit education organization that offers year-long academic programs that engage over half a million middle and high school students that
conduct original research on historical topics of interest. The students create projects
based on an annual theme that gives them
a lens through which they can examine history. Past themes include “Taking a Stand
in History,” “Conflict and Compromise,” and
12
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“Tragedy and Triumph.” Students choose a
topic that fits the year’s theme, which can
be from any time or place in history. They do
extensive primary and secondary research,
analyze their findings, and draw conclusions
about their topic’s significance in history.
Their work is then presented in one of five
categories, original papers, exhibits, performances, websites, or documentaries. They
compete in the spring at local, affiliate, and
then national levels, where they are evaluated by professional historians, archivists, and
educators. The national competition is held
every June at the University of Maryland,
College Park.
I have been a judge at the national level for
the past two years, and have been amazed
at the remarkable quality of projects and

how much in-depth research these students
have done. I’ve judged projects on everything from Audrey Hepburn’s work with
UNICEF, World War II Japanese internment
camps, the 1876 World’s Fair, to Grace Hopper’s work in computer science. While there
were a few science-related topics, these
were few and far between. Part of the national competition includes special prizes
awarded to students with an outstanding
entry in a specific field of study, for example,
civil war history, equality, and Native American history. To help motivate more students
to investigate science and technology topics, beginning this school year (2017–2018)
the Niels Bohr Library & Archives will be
sponsoring a special prize for at least the
next three years (see prize description below). I am also working on an article to go
www.aip.org/history-programs

into their 2018–2019 theme book, which explains the theme for the year and is handed
out to hundreds of thousands of students
and school teachers. I’ll be highlighting
three to four topics relating to “Tragedy and
Triumph” and linking them to our online resources to help teachers come up with ways
to introduce their students to suitable topics
related to science.
We are very excited to start this partnership
with National History Day and look forward
to sharing winners of our prizes in future
newsletters!

The History of the Physical Sciences and Technology Prize is sponsored by the American
Institute of Physics’ Niels Bohr Library & Archives, whose mission is to preserve and make
known the history of physics and the physical
sciences. The prize is awarded to an outstanding entry in any category, in both the Junior
and Senior divisions, which explores a person
or event important to the history of science
and technology. The project should explain
why the subject(s) is/are important and place
it/them in historical context. (Note – projects
related to biological or psychological sciences
are not included in this award.)

RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE NBL&A ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS
By Sarah Cochrane, Assistant Archivist, Niels Bohr Library & Archives

We’re always acquiring new and exciting
materials to add to the archival collections
at the Niels Bohr Library & Archives, and
this year was no different. We’ve received a
variety of historically valuable and relevant
materials from individuals interested in
preserving the history of physics, as well as
from AIP’s Member Societies.
Many of our donations from individuals
are single, unique items that we add to our
Institutional Histories, Manuscript Biographies, Miscellaneous Physics, and audiovisual collections. This includes a booklet on
the Wigner-Eckart theorem created by the
Commission on College Physics; an introduction to the specialtheory of relativity; a
history of Henry Levinstein and his work on
infrared detectors at Syracuse University; a
booklet documenting the University of Arkansas Physics Department centennial celebration; a paper called “On Thomas-Wigner
Precession of Polarization” by Chakrabarti
Amitabha; a set of reprints of “Reproductions of Prints, Drawings and Paintings of
Interest in the History of Physics” from The
American Physics Teacher journal; a memoir
by Karl A. Stetson on the discovery of holographic interferometry; a recording of a
symposium honoring Princeton University
professor Robert H. Williams; notes on theory of the solid state lectures given by Eugene Wigner; a memoir by Fraser Code “On
being a student of Norman Ramsey;” and

a video recording of physicist Franco Jona
giving a seminar lecture at Stony Brook University.
We also get the occasional larger collection
from an individual. From Richard Garwin we
received two sets of interviews, one audio
and one video, of family, friends, and fellow
physicists talking about his life and work.
Per the recommendation of a member of
the Society of Rheology, we received papers
of the International Committee on Rheology. Michael Jones also donated a collection
of papers on the E632 Collaboration Meetings. Additionally, the Archives got to collaborate with the Library on the accession
of a copy of the 1937 textbook Mechanics,
Molecular Physics, Heat, and Sound by Earnest C. Watson, Robert Millikan and Duane
Roller that had been corrected and annotated by Watson.
We often get additions to existing collections or annual donations of a similar kind,
including the annual addition from the
Gravity Research Foundation essay contest,
and copies of postcards that were added to
the correspondence of Richard Dalitz and
Michael Jones. Another addition of note is
a 1925 letter from Esther Goudsmit that we
have added to the Samuel Goudsmit papers, which has filled in a gap in the correspondence between Samuel Goudsmit and
Werner Heisenberg. From AIP and its Mem-

ber Societies, we received audio recordings
from the American Physical Society (APS)
Forum on the History of Physics (FHP) sponsored sessions of the APS March and April
annual meetings; the yearly addition of AVS
records; a living history autobiography and
Charles Supper Award lecture recording
from the American Crystallographic Association (ACA); an update to the history of
the American Association of Physics Teachers (AAPT) Appalachian Section; and referee files from the Journal of Mathematical
Physics. We also received a large set up
records from the American Geophysical
Union (AGU).
During a summer cleanup, we also found
some hidden treasures, including blueprints of the American Center for Physics
that show a proposed plan for the building,
and a Maryland flag that flew over the Maryland State House in 1993 in honor of AIP.
Recently, a few other items have come in
that should be ready for use soon, including
some papers of astronomer Ivan King, various newsletters to fill in gaps in our existing collections, and a video interview with
Larry Spruch, Sidney Borowitz, and Edward
Gerjuoy.
If you have any questions about these new
accessions, please contact the reference
staff (nbl@aip.org).

Make sure to follow us on Facebook and Twitter at @AIPhistory and @HistoryPhysics

www.aip.org/history-programs
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CELEBRATING FINN AASERUD AND FELICITY PORS AT THE NIELS BOHR ARCHIVE IN COPENHAGEN
By Christian Joas, Director, Niels Bohr Archive, University of Copenhagen

If you have ever done research on the history
of physics in the twentieth century, chances
are that at some point in your scholarly life you
may have interacted with Finn Aaserud and
Felicity Pors, the director and head archivist
of the Niels Bohr Archive (NBA) in Copenhagen. Notorious for their in-depth knowledge
of NBA’s vast collections, Finn and Felicity
were for decades—and still are—the go-to
experts when it comes to anything related to
Niels Bohr’s life and work. Or when it comes
to the lives and legacies of Bohr’s numerous
co-workers and students at the Copenhagen
Institute for Theoretical Physics, which since
1965 bears the name of its founder.
Finn and Felicity have retired very recently,
and to mark their achievements during their
thirty-year long tenures at NBA, on the appropriately rainy afternoon of October 2nd,
2017, colleagues and friends from all across
the world gathered in ”Auditorium A” at Blegdamsvej 17, the iconic scene of the famous
Copenhagen Conferences of the 1930s.
To start the celebration, the chairman of
NBA’s board of directors, Vilhelm Bohr, grandson of Niels and son of Aage Bohr, bid a warm
welcome to everyone. The freshly appointed
Director of the Niels Bohr Institute (NBI), Jan
W. Thomsen, then reflected on the longstanding connection between the Institute and
the Archive. Thomsen promised to help NBA
secure appropriate quarters when many of
NBI’s physics groups move out of the “old” Blegdamsvej building to new premises in 2019.
John Heilbron then gave a beautiful and
thought-provoking keynote address. He began by offering Finn some tongue-in-cheek
advice on retirement: “Just say no” if asked to
“resume and augment your previous career

with twice the intensity and none of the pay.”
Among other things, Heilbron reminisced
about NBA’s prehistory, in which he was very
much involved himself: In 1962, Bohr granted
space in his Carlsberg mansion to an ambitious project directed at securing sources relevant to the early history of quantum physics. Initiated by John Wheeler and headed by
Thomas S. Kuhn, this project is wellknown to
any historian of modern physics, and the microfilm collection it produced arguably is the
most-cited single set of historical records in
the history of quantum physics—the famous
AHQP (“Archive for the History of Quantum
Physics”). NBA became an original AHQP repository (and the NBLA at AIP is another such
repository).
Two very junior historians staffed the project at its Copenhagen headquarters: Paul
Forman and John Heilbron. They had access
to Bohr, and to the reprints and correspondence in Bohr’s “secretariat.” Initially, Kuhn
and co-workers focused on conducting oral
history interviews with protagonists of the
early history of quantum physics, many of
which can today be read online on the AIP
website
(www.aip.org/history-programs/
niels-bohr-library/oral-histories). Shortly after
Bohr’s death in 1962, his son, Aage, informed
Kuhn that it was planned to establish an archive in Copenhagen of “material related not
only to [Bohr’s] own work, but generally to
the development of modern physics so as
to create the basis for a research center.” This
marks the birth of NBA as a central institution
for documenting the history of modern physics, although only at the centenary of Bohr’s
birth in 1985 would it be formally established
as an independent archive under its first director, Erik Rüdinger. In 1989, Finn took over
as director.

John Heilbron, nearest camera in front row. Photo credit: Ola Jakub Joensen, NBI.
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Heilbron’s memorable address was followed
by short and entertaining appreciations by colleagues and friends. The former secretary of the
Nobel Committee for Physics, Anders Bárány,
shared his memories of collaborating with NBA
when transcribing a recording of Niels Bohr’s
last lecture at the 12th Lindau Nobel Laureate
Meeting in 1962. Finn, as well as Finn’s late wife,
Gro, played an instrumental role in transcribing
the lecture that everyone else had deemed impossible to understand, let alone transcribe.
Graham Farmelo (University of Cambridge) titled his short contribution “Ask Finn!”, echoing
the standard advice one would get from historians of science when asking something—
anything—about Niels Bohr. Additional appreciations of Finn and Felicity were provided
by Ron Doel (Florida State University), Karl
Grandin (director of the Centre for History of
Science, Royal Academy of Science, Sweden),
Liselotte Højgaard (Chair of the Danish National Research Foundation), and Poul Henrik
Damgaard (director of the Niels Bohr International Academy).
Vilhelm Bohr then read an address by Robert
Marc Friedman (University of Oslo), who had
brought Finn into the history of science in the
first place. Vilhelm Bohr then added his own
personal reminiscence about the careers of
Finn and Felicity, thanked them for decades
of dedication to the Archive, and highlighted
their numerous achievements during the past
30 years. Among these, the completion of the
edition of Bohr’s Collected Works in 2006—
initiated in the early 1970s by Bohr’s longtime collaborator Léon Rosenfeld—no doubt
stands out. The afternoon concluded with a
short statement by NBA’s new director, laying out basic tenets for NBA’s future activities.
Over refreshments at NBI’s lunch room, Finn
thanked everyone in his and Felicity’s names
and topped it off with a live performance of a
song by Swedish Rococo poet and composer
Carl Michael Bellman.
Both Finn and Felicity will remain at the Niels
Bohr Archive as emeriti. Their experience and
intimate knowledge of NBA’s collections will
be sought after, both by the Archive’s users
and by its staff. The solid foundations that Finn
and Felicity have laid will be built upon in the
future. The digitization and online publication
of NBA’s holdings will go on. The Archive will
continue rendering services promptly and unwww.aip.org/history-programs

bureaucratically to scholars from a multitude
of fields. NBA’s oral history activities, its series of
seminars, as well as its very successful outreach
activities, which attract hundreds of visitors every month, will also be continued.
But resting on Finn’s and Felicity’s laurels alone
is not necessarily a recipe for success. New
challenges are looming on the horizon and
will have to be met. The 2021 centenary of the
establishment of Bohr’s Institute is rapidly approaching, and NBA has begun preparing for it.
As part of the move of the NBI to its new premises, NBA will relocate within the Blegdamsvej
institute, probably and preferably to Bohr’s
villa, which also holds Bohr’s well-preserved
study and would thus be an ideal location for
an Archive that intends to expand its activities
and become even more visible to the public.
In addition, there will be careful innovations:
To strengthen NBA’s profile in teaching and
to broaden its user base, an annual summer
school directed at young researchers is being
planned. Another activity, aimed at bringing
together researchers from the natural sciences
and the humanities, is a new reading group for
studying original writings of Bohr and other
physicists. More such initiatives will be undertaken in the future, but they largely depend on
the ability to attract outside funding through
grant applications as well as individual donations from users and friends of NBA.
As measured by its budget and by the number
of people currently working inside it, NBA is a
small institution. When it comes to its importance for the history of science, it is not a small
institution. Nor is it a small institution when
it comes to its societal relevance. Therein lies
NBA’s ambition. Understanding how science
is done, how scientific theories are made,
and in which sense the practices of scientists
are historically contingent and dependent
on the specific, often local conditions under
which scientists operate, is an endeavor that
is of considerable importance not only to historians of science, but also to students in the
natural sciences, to working scientists, to the
makers of science policy, and to the general
public. Cultivating an extensive international
network of scholars, fostering a welcoming
atmosphere for anyone entering NBA’s doors,
and making sure that the treasures held at
NBA are preserved and made accessible is
NBA’s ongoing mission. We owe it to Felicity
and Finn to continue their efforts to maintain
and expand NBA’s role as a central institution
for documenting and analyzing the history of
modern physics.
www.aip.org/history-programs

Felicity Pors. Photo credit: Ola Jakub Joensen, NBI.

Finn Aaseurd. Photo credit: Ola Jakub Joensen, NBI.
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LIBRARY AND ARCHIVES MONTH OF OUTREACH
By Amanda Nelson, Archivist, Niels Bohr Library & Archives

The archival profession uses the month of
October each year to help raise awareness
about archives and what we do. This year
we decided to take part with a month full
of events for our co-workers at AIP along
with those in the building that are part of
the American Physical Society (APS) and the
American Association of Physics Teachers
(AAPT) to learn a bit more about what we
do and show how we can help them in their
work.
We set up weekly events that gave people
a reason to come into the library and talk to
the staff. We began with a show and tell of
the ESVA’s new online Nobel gallery (see articles on pages 10 and 11 for more information). Our photo librarian, Audrey, sat with
people and gave them a tour of the online
resource, explaining the process for creating
it, and explaining what would happen with
the framed photographs that used to hang
on the walls of AIP.

Samantha Thompson, Sarah Cochrane, and Amanda Nelson sit at AIP History Programs table at the 2017
Archives Fair at the National Museum of American History. Photo credit: NBLA staff.

Over the past year we had found some duplicates of photos and books through a metadata cleanup project in the photo archives
and our policy for retaining only one copy
of books. Along with the photos and books,
we put out extra as greeting cards and notepads. We invited the building in to take any
of our duplicates in a giveaway day. This
brought close to 40 people into the library
and will allow us to make room for new donations and begin the process for creating
some new outreach materials.
Next, the full-time Library & Archives staff
gave a presentation at AIP’s monthly staff
get together. We each spoke about what
our jobs entail and what projects we have
been working on. This year we’ve each taken a month to show some behind the scenes
photos and explanations about what we do
on social media (see our online blog posts:
www.aip.org/history-stream). We used some
of these photos and explanations to give AIP
staff an idea of who best to contact with specific questions.
On October 21, Sarah Cochrane and I from the
Archives and Samantha Thompson from the
Center for History of Physics went to downtown Washington, DC, for the 2017 Archives
Fair: Performance and Preservation. We had
a table in a hallway of the National Museum
16
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Two AIP staff members look through our duplicate photographs choosing their favorites. Photo credit:
NBLA staff.

of American History and talked to the general public that stopped by about who we
are and what we do. We had some new giveaways (as can be seen in the photo) that we
used to talk about our different collections,
online resources, and what the Center does
for the history of physics community. We had
a great time talking to people of all different
backgrounds and giving them a taste of why
the history of physics is so important.
Finally, we hosted an open house in the Library and Archives, putting out selections
from our archival collections, rare books, and
photographs. A big hit was some home mov-

ies of William Meggers from the 1920s and
1950s that we played in the archives. We’ve
never played 16mm film for staff before and
are hoping to have more opportunities in
the future. Since some of our collections are
behind closed doors, it is neat for staff to see
areas of the building they’ve been working
in, but typically can’t go into, whether they
are new or have been here for 20 years.
We look forward to doing more outreach
events in the future and hope to make the
giveaway day and open houses annual
events, especially as new collections begin
arriving.
www.aip.org/history-programs

THE CENTER FOR HISTORY OF PHYSICS: IN RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT
By Greg Good, Director, Center for History of Physics

In the last few years, several new kinds of
activities have joined the core activities of
the History Center. We continue to support
proposals for oral history interviewing and
for use of the archives and books in the Niels
Bohr Library & Archives. To this we have added an active—if opportunistic—brown bag
series of talks in history of science. We take
advantage of visits by historians and other
researchers and ask them to offer a lunchtime talk. In 2017 we have hosted Venkat
Srinivasan (National Centre for Biological
Sciences, Bangalore, India, www.ncbs.res.
in), Hervé Delime (Université Louis Pasteur,
Strasbourg, France), Tai Chaokang (University of Amsterdam, Netherlands), Ingrid M.
Ockert (Princeton), Joe Bassi (retired from
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University), Benjamin Goossen (Harvard University), Jeni
Barton (University of Toronto), and Magdolna and Istvan Hargittai (Budapest University
of Technology and Economics). Presenters
included several Ph.D. candidates, along
with some well-established scholars. The
topics ranged from a model for inter-institutional digital exhibits, the involvement of
French scientists in the Manhattan Project, a
study of the scientist/socialist Anton Pannekoek, and science on TV, to Big Meteorology,
the IGY (International Geophysical Year) in
the Cold War, a historical contextualization
of the Earth System concept, memorializing
of scientists, and the general imbalance of
Nobel Prizes in science for women. The wide
range of topics indicates the wealth of writing underway in the history of the physical
sciences.

ter for updates. The conference will be held
17–21 October 2018 in Donostia-San Sebastian, Spain. FInd more at www.ehu.eus/ehusfera/hopdss2018.
The past year has seen four stellar presentations in the Lyne Starling Trimble Science
Heritage Public Lecture Series, www.aip.org/
history-programs/physics-history/trimble-lectures. In the spring, Diana Kormos-Buchwald
(Einstein Papers Project) presented on “Einstein in California” and Owen Gingerich (Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics) on
“The Greatest Myth in the History of Astronomy.” In the fall, Allan Franklin (University of
Colorado and 2016 recipient of the Abraham
Pais Prize) asked the audience “Is Seeing Believing?” and proceeded to provide historical
perspectives from the history of physics. The
last of the regular season of Trimble Lectures
was given by Michael Gordin (Princeton University), who has studied closely the languages of science. We hosted a special event in
November 2017, a staged reading of the play
“Farm Hall” by Trimble Lecturer David Cassidy
(Hofstra University). An announcement will be
made by the end of the year with a schedule of
Trimble Lectures for 2018.
One of the most important activities of the
Center for History of Physics and Niels Bohr
Library & Archives, however, is knocking heads
together to keep things fresh. We have just
finished our second year since the passing of
the old Advisory Committee system. We now

have a smaller Task Force on Professional Standards and Operations, which is assigned to
address specific issues which vary from year
to year. The Task Force members come from
prominent history of science programs and
important archives and take very seriously our
desire for advice. The History Programs also
host an annual meeting of representatives of
the ten AIP Member Societies. With this group
of mostly scientists, we discuss the problems
all our associations have in common: What to
archive and when? How to organize an oral
history project or an important anniversary?
How to attract more people to historical sessions at scientific conferences?
We at the American Institute of Physics highly value these interactions. In addition to all
of the individuals mentioned above, we have
also been visited by Nobumichi Ariga (curator
at the National Museum of Nature and Science,
Japan) and Indira Chowdhury (Srishti School of
Art, Design, and Technology, Bangalore, India),
exploring the possibilities for oral histories
and other collaborations in Japan and India.
We will also soon be working with colleagues
from China. Sometimes these efforts pay off in
a grant-supported activity. Discussions with
Angelina Callahan (historian, Naval Research
Laboratory) and Jonathan Coopersmith (Texas A&M University) produced a grant to fund
a conference, “To Boldly Preserve: Archiving
for the Next Half-Century of Space Flight,” to
be held in March 2018 at the American Center
for Physics. This con- (continued on page 18)

We are reimagining our older history of science web exhibits—visit the new Sakharov
and Heisenberg exhibits—and producing
new ones on geophysical oceanography
and on climate modeling. Enter the exhibit
hall via our new exhibit portal page at history.aip.org/web-exhibits.
AIP has sponsored three Early Career Conferences in History of the Physical Sciences
in 2011, 2014, and 2016, and is cosponsoring the 2018 conference with the European
Physical Society. EPS is celebrating its 50th
anniversary and holding its Third History of
Physics Conference alongside and intermingled with ours. I imagine some new schemes
and synergies will emerge from the mix! Follow @HistoryPhysics on Facebook and Twitwww.aip.org/history-programs

Outreach for the Teaching Guides has focused on regional sections of AAPT and the National Science Teachers
Association. This is a workshop at the April 2017 meeting of the Chesapeake and Appalachian Sections of AAPT
in Athens, WV. Photo credit: Greg Good.
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ference will convene scientists, archivists, and
many others concerned with preserving the
records on which the history of this new age
of space activity will be based.
The last new activity of the Center involves
interactions with a community few historians encounter: science teachers and professors. Since the website opening of the AIP
Teaching Guides on Women and Minorities in
the history of physics (history.aip.org/teaching-guides), I have been focusing my efforts
on bringing these guides to the attention of
the people most likely to use them: teachers
and students. I have presented at a STEM Institute Resource Fair, at the meetings of four
AAPT sections (Chesapeake/Appalachian and
Illinois/Wisconsin), and at a regional National
Science Teachers Association “Physics Day.” I
look forward to leading workshops on the curriculum at more AAPT section meetings and
elsewhere and intend to publish an article to
get the word out even further.
Lastly, I want to welcome the scholars who
have joined the Center for History of Physics
in 2017. Dr. Gabriel Henderson comes to us
from, most recently Aarhus University. Gabriel
is the postdoctoral fellow and associate historian at the Center through 2020. We look forward to the progress of his book on scientists
during the environmental crisis of the 1960s
onward, and to his interest in oral history. He
also organizes a journal reading club for ACP
staff. A NASA grant for oral histories in heliophysics has enabled us to hire doctoral dissertation fellows Samantha Thompson (Arizona
State University), Stephen Neal (University of
Wisconsin-Madison), and Katie Boyce-Jacino
(Johns Hopkins University). In the half year
of activity, the team members have learned
about some complicated science and also
conducted 28 interviews. Their interviewees
have included Eugene Parker, Alex Dessler,
and other familiar names. Lastly, we have welcomed and already said good-bye to Lance
Burch, who this year researched and wrote
most of the new web exhibit on the voyages
of the Vema, a geophysical and oceanographic research vessel. The months long presence
of so many lively, curious scholars has made
coming to work a joy.
As we plan for future years at the Center for
History of Physics, we look forward to working with our many donors and partners to
build the endowments and other support
that will make fellowships, lecture series,
conferences, and oral histories possible. This
is how we will “Preserve and make known the
18
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Jonathan Coopersmith (Texas A&M University) and Angelina Callahan (historian, Naval Research Laboratory)
during a planning session for the NSF-funded conference “To Boldly Preserve…” Photo credit: Greg Good.

Diana Kormos-Buchwald (general editor, Einstein Papers; and Professor, Caltech), Greg Good (director, CHP),
and Jason Bardi (director, AIP Media Services) at an interview. Photo credit: Karin E Heineman.

history of physics.”

The 2016 Teaching Guide Team included (L-R) Lance Burch, Stephen Neal, Greg Good, Victoria DiTomasso (SPS
Intern), and Samantha Spytek (SPS Intern). Photo Credit: NBL&A staff.
www.aip.org/history-programs

DOCUMENTATION PRESERVED
Compiled by Amanda Nelson, Archivist, Niels Bohr Library & Archives

Our report of new collections or new finding aids is based on our regular survey of archives and
other repositories. Many of the collections are new accessions, which may not be processed, and
we also include previously reported collections that now have an online finding aid available.
To learn more about any of the collections listed below, use the International Catalog of Sources
for History of Physics and Allied Sciences at www.aip.org/history/icos. You can search in a variety
of ways, including by author or by repository.
Please contact the repository mentioned for information on restrictions and access to the
collections.

NEW COLLECTIONS
Smithsonian Institution. Archives. Capital Gallery, Suite 3000, MRC
507, 600 Maryland Avenue SW, Washington, DC 20024-2520, USA

L. Arthur D’Asaro papers. Collection dates: 1946-2013. Size: 91
linear feet.

Giuseppe Colombo papers. Collection dates: 1976-1984. Size: 0.5
cubic feet (1 document box).

Paul C. Lauterbur papers. Collection dates: 1945-2010. Size: 84.72
linear feet.

Brigham Young University. Harold B. Lee Library. Special
Collections Division. P.O. Box 26835, Provo, UT 84602-6835, USA
J. Vern Hales professional files. Collection dates: 1943-1976. Size:
1 linear foot (1 carton).
Douglas Emron Jones papers. Collection dates: 1970-1992. Size:
0.5 linear feet (1 box).

Alfred Otto Nier miscellany. Collection dates: 1989-2002. Size: 2
boxes.
Kenneth R. Shoulders papers. Collection dates: 1940-2013. Size:
37.8 linear feet.

Clark University. Goddard Library. Archives and Special
Collections. Worcester, MA 01610-11477, USA
Percy Roope papers. Collection dates: undated. Size: 2 boxes.

Brown University. The John Hay Library. University Archives.
Providence, RI 02912, USA
Brown University Department of Physics papers. Collection dates:
1871-1968 (bulk 1871-1895). Size: 0.5 linear feet (1 document box).
Brown University Science and Society Seminar records. Collection
dates: 1967-1969. Size: 0.5 linear feet (1 document box).

Chemical Heritage Foundation. The Donald F. and Mildred
Topp Othmer Library of Chemical History. 315 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106, USA
Raymond F. Boyer papers. Collection dates: 1978-1991 (bulk
1978-1994). Size: 0.5 linear feet (1 box).
www.aip.org/history-programs

Hagley Museum and Library. Manuscripts and Archives
Department. 298 Buck Road East, Greenville, DE 19807, USA
T. Peter Brody papers. Collection dates: 1915-2011. Size: 23 linear
feet (22 cartons, 1 oversized box, and 1 manuscript box).
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, Engineering Physics
Laboratory historical files. Collection dates: 1939-1988. Size: 0.5
linear feet.
RCA Camden records. Collection dates: 1913-2006. Size: 6.5 linear
feet.
(continued on page 20)
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RCA publications. Collection dates: 1919-2000. Size: 10.5 linear
feet.
RCA technical reports. Collection dates: 1924-1992. Size: 153
linear feet.
David Sarnoff papers. Collection dates: 1871-1983. Size: 124
linear feet.

National Center for Atmospheric Research/University
Corporation for Atmospheric Research. Archives. PO Box 3000,
Boulder, CO 80307-3000, USA
Oral history interview with Irwin Abrams. Collection dates: 1999.
Size: 2 sound cassettes.
Women in Science. Collection dates: 25 July 1996. Size: 1 sound
cassette.

Harvard University. Archives. Pusey Library. Cambridge, MA
02138, USA

Oral history interview with Charles E. Anderson. Collection dates:
1992. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Percy Williams Bridgman personal archive. Collection dates:
1919-1959 and undated. Size: 0.38 cubic feet (1 document box and
1 pamphlet binder).

Oral history interview with Richard Anthes. Collection dates:
2004. Size: 2 sound cassettes, 3 mini-dv video cassettes.

Research contracts for Professor Michael Tinkham. Collection
dates: 1971-1975. Size: 0.3 cubic feet (1 container).

Oral history interview with Ferdinand Baer. Collection dates: 24
January 2003. Size: 3 sound cassettes.
Oral history interview with Raymond Ban. Collection dates: 30
October 2008. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Johns Hopkins University. Special Collections, Milton S.
Eisenhower Library. 3400 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21218,
USA

Thoughts on Radar Meteorology. Collection dates: 08 October
1986. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Arthur F. Davidsen papers. Collection dates: 1950-2001. Size: 52.5
cubic feet (42 record center cartons).

Oral history interview with Werner A. Baum. Collection dates: 29
November 1989. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Burt Edelson papers. Collection dates: undated. Size: 0.75 cubic
feet.

Oral history interview with George S. Benton. Collection dates:
27 May 1991. Size: 3 sound cassettes.

Johns Hopkins University Department of Biophysics records.
Collection dates: circa 1999. Size: 0.19 cubic feet (1 half-size
document case).

Oral history interview with Eugene Bierly. Collection dates: 29
May 2001. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

C. Harvey Palmer, Jr. research and lecture notes. Collection dates:
1968-1990. Size: 1.25 cubic feet (1 record center carton).
Owen M. Phillips papers. Collection dates: 1940s-1990s. Size: 14
cubic feet.
Harald Rossi papers. Collection dates: 1948-1986. Size: 32.44
cubic feet (25 record center cartons; 2 letter-size document boxes; 1
letter half-size document box; 1 legal half-size document box).
David P. Stern papers. Collection dates: 1973-2010. Size: 7.5 cubic
feet (6 record center cartons).
James C. Walker papers. Collection dates: 1960s - early 2000s.
Size: 10 cubic feet (8 record center boxes).
Harry Woolf papers. Collection dates: 1923-2003. Size: 51.25 cubic
feet (41 record center cartons).

Oral history interview with Eugene Bollay. Collection dates: 4
August 1987. Size: 1 sound cassette.
Oral history interview with Roscoe R. Braham. Collection dates:
19 June 2002. Size: 1 sound cassette.
Oral history interview with Robert C. Bundgaard. Collection
dates: 16 September 1998. Size: 1 sound cassette.
Oral history interview with Joost Businger. Collection dates: 29
August 2000. Size: 1 sound cassette.
Oral history interview with Horace Byers. Collection dates: 2 July
1990. Size: 2 sound cassettes.
Oral history interview with Richard E. Carbone. Collection dates:
9 May 2005. Size: 2 sound cassettes.
Oral history interview with Gordon D. Cartwright. Collection
dates: 14 December 1991. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Michigan State University. University Archives and Historical
Collections. East Lansing, MI 48824, USA

Robert L. Chasson papers. Collection dates: 1963-1984. Size: 5
linear feet.

Henry Blosser papers. Collection dates: 1958-1988. Size: 0.25
cubic feet (6 folders).

Oral history interview with Robert C. Cowen. Collection dates: 29
May 2001. Size: 1 sound cassette.
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Oral history interview with George Cressman. Collection dates:
24 August 1992. Size: 3 sound cassettes.

The Education of a Meteorologist. Collection dates: 28 October
1987. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Loren W. Crow. Collection dates: 21
April 1992. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Joachim P. Kuettner Symposium. Collection dates: 18 October
1994. Size: 6 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Robert N. Culnan. Collection dates:
25 October 1993. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Joachim P. Kuettner. Collection dates:
21 October 1994. Size: 1 sound cassette.

John A. Eddy papers. Collection dates: 1958-1984. Size: 3.5 linear
feet (5 boxes).

Oral history interview with Vincent E. Lally. Collection dates: 13
July 1993. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Meteorologists I have Known. Collection dates: 13 October 1989.
Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Donald H. Lenschow. Collection
dates: 28 August 2006. Size: 8 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Arnt Eliassen. Collection dates: 11
October 1989. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Heinz Lettau. Collection dates: 10
March 2002. Size: 7 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Robert Fleagle. Collection dates: 24
September 1990. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Zev Levin. Collection dates: 22 April
2007. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Joseph O. Fletcher. Collection dates:
19 March 1991. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Edward N. Lorenz and Philip
Thompson. Collection dates: 31 July 1986. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Elbert W. “Joe” Friday, Jr. Collection
dates: 25 July 2003. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Robert MacQueen papers. Collection dates: 1947-1990. Size: 7
linear feet.

Oral history interview with Dave Fultz. Collection dates: 11
November 1992 and 15 January 1993. Size: 5 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Lester Machta. Collection dates: 31
October 1993. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with William H. Haggard. Collection dates:
21 August 2007. Size: 3 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Jerry D. Mahlman. Collection dates:
November 2005 and November 2006. Size: 5 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Frank Haurwitz. Collection dates: 22
October 1993. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Thomas F. Malone. Collection dates:
11 February 1988. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Marian Haurwitz. Collection dates: 26
October 1993. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Thomas F. Malone. Collection dates:
18 February 1989. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Elizabeth A. Holland. Collection
dates: 2008. Size: 1 compact disk.

Oral history interview with Syukuro Manabe. Collection dates:
23 August 2007. Size: 3 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Charles L. Hosler. Collection dates: 13
September 1989. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Evelyn Mazur. Collection dates: 1
April 1999. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Clifford A. Jacobs. Collection dates:
29 April 2013.

Oral history interview with Howard G. McNeil. Collection dates:
12 November 2004. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Akira Kasahara. Collection dates: 2
November 1998. Size: 3 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Arthur F. Merewether. Collection
dates: 30 July 1991. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with William W. Kellogg. Collection dates:
18 August 1988. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Walter Munk. Collection dates: 28
September 1994. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Roundtable Discussion about Carl-Gustaf Rossby and the
Chicago School. Collection dates: 31 January 1996. Size: 1 sound
cassette.

Oral history interview with Chester W. Newton. Collection dates:
25 June 1990. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Don Kent. Collection dates: 28
September 2009. Size: 2 digital movies.
www.aip.org/history-programs

Oral history interview with Ralph Papirno. Collection dates: 13
March 1999. Size: 1 sound cassette.
(continued on page 22)
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Oral history interview with James N. Pitts, Jr. Collection dates: 2
August 2007. Size: 4 sound cassettes.

Vern Suomi Tribute at UCAR Board of Trustees Meeting. Collection
dates: 10 November 1995. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with George W. Platzman. Collection
dates: 22 October 1990. Size: 4 sound cassettes.

Four Decades of the Atmospheric Sciences. Collection dates: 12
January 1987. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Richard J. Reed. Collection dates: 25
September 1990. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Philip D. Thompson. Collection dates:
17 August 1988. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Andre Robert. Collection dates: 27
November 1987. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Philip D. Thompson Symposium. Collection dates: 30 November
1994. Size: 4 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with George D. Robinson. Collection dates:
27 June 1994. Size: 3 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Harry Volkman. Collection dates: 27
August 2004. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with F. Sherwood Rowland. Collection
dates: 1 August 2007. Size: 4 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Bernard Vonnegut. Collection dates:
9 May 1993. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Morton Rubin. Collection dates: 14
December 1991. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with C. C. (Carl Christian) Wallen. Collection
dates: 21 November 1995. Size: 4 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Stanley Ruttenberg. Collection dates:
23 July 2007. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Warren M. Washington. Collection
dates: 22 October 2008. Size: 2 DVDs.

Oral history interview with Frederick Sanders. Collection dates:
14 January 2004. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Warren M. Washington. Collection
dates: 28 October 1998. Size: 6 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Vincent Schaefer. Collection dates: 8
May 1993. Size: 3 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Fred White. Collection dates: 26
January 1994. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Oral history interview with Stephen Schneider. Collection dates:
10 January 2002. Size: 10 sound cassettes.

Robert M. White lecture at the National Air and Space Museum.
Collection dates: 1 December 2005. Size: 1 compact disc.

Oral history interview with Robert J. Serafin. Collection dates: 22
April 2003. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Aksel Wiin-Nielsen. Collection dates:
29 June 1987. Size: 3 sound cassettes.

Oral history interview with Melvyn A. Shapiro. Collection dates:
22 August 2006. Size: 3 sound cassettes.
Oral history interview with Robert and Joanne Simpson.
Collection dates: 27 November 2002. Size: 2 sound cassettes.

Northwestern University. Library. University Archives. Evanston,
IL 60201, USA
Clarence J. Overbeck papers. Collection dates: 1933-1997. Size:
2 boxes.

Oral history interview with Robert Simpson. Collection dates: 6
September 1989. Size: 3 sound cassettes.
Oral history interview with Margaret Smagorinsky. Collection
dates: 2 January 2006. Size: 3 sound cassettes.
Oral history interview with Susan Solomon. Collection dates: 5
September 1997. Size: 2 sound cassettes.
Oral history interview with Jerome Spar. Collection dates: 22
September 1990. Size: 1 sound cassette.

Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study. Schlesinger Library.
Cambridge, MA 02138, USA
Elizabeth Weichel Moore papers. Collection dates: 1929-2007.
Size: 0.83 linear feet (2 file boxes); 1 CD; 1 DVD; 1 videotape.
Joanne Simpson papers. Collection dates: 1890-2010, 1950-1995
(bulk). Size: 8.85 linear feet (18 file boxes, 1 folio box, 1 folio folder,
20 photographic folders, electronic records, 2 sound cassettes, and
1 film reel).

Oral history interview with Athelstan F. Spilhaus. Collection
dates: 28 June 1991. Size: 2 sound cassettes.
Oral history interview with Verner Suomi. Collection dates: 14
May 1994. Size: 3 sound cassettes.
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Smithsonian Institution. Archives. Capital Gallery, Suite 3000,
MRC 507, 600 Maryland Avenue SW, Washington, DC 200242520, USA

www.aip.org/history-programs

Gordon G. Lill papers. Collection dates: 1951 and undated. Size:
0.25 cubic feet (1 half document box).

Smithsonian Institution. National Museum of American History.
Archives Center. MRC 601, 12th Street and Constitution Avenue,
NW, Washington, DC 20560, USA
James Mahaffey cold fusion collection. Collection dates: 19891992. Size: 1 cubic feet (1 box).

University of Puget Sound. Library/Archives. Tacoma, WA 98416,
USA
University of Puget Sound faculty oral history project. Collection
dates: 2012-2013. Size: 0.25 cubic feet.

University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Special Collections Library.
James D. Hoskins Library. Knoxville, TN 37996, USA
Brown Ayres correspondence. Collection dates: 1877-1881,
1916. Size: 0.1 linear feet.

State University of New York at Albany. Archives. University
Libraries. B-43, 1400 Washington Avenue, Albany, NY 12222, USA
Duncan Blanchard papers. Collection dates: 1789-2003. Size: 35.8
cubic feet.

Syracuse University. Special Collections Research Center. E. S.
Bird Library, Syracuse, NY 13244-2010, USA

Edward G. Harris papers. Collection dates: 1944-1945, 1984. Size:
0.1 linear feet.
Alvin Weinberg papers. Collection dates: 1915-2006. Size: 82
linear feet.

University of Utah. Marriott Library. Special Collections. Salt
Lake City, UT 84112, USA

Joseph Henry letters. Collection dates: 1863-1877. Size: 5 items.
Richard Bradley papers. Collection dates: 1954-1966. Size: 0.25
linear feet.
Texas A&M University. Cushing Memorial Library and Archives.
College Station, TX 77843-5000, USA
Jack T. Kent radio scripts. Collection dates: 1945-1950. Size: 2
boxes.

Frederick W. Cagle, Jr. papers. Collection dates: 1891-1976. Size:
0.5 linear feet.
Oral history interview with David Chapman. Collection dates:
2010 April 6. Size: Transcript: 37 pages.

University of California, Irvine. University Libraries. Dept. of
Special Collections. P.O. Box 19557, Irvine, CA 92623-9557, USA

Talbot A. Chubb papers. Collection dates: 1930-2011. Size: 46.5
linear feet (97 boxes).

Samuel C. McCulloch oral histories. Collection dates: 1963-1994.
Size: 6.6 linear feet (17 boxes).

ENECO records. Collection dates: 1912-2007. Size: 120 linear feet
(263 boxes).

University of Michigan. Bentley Historical Library. Ann Arbor,
Michigan 48109-2113, USA
University of Michigan Department of Atmospheric, Oceanic,
and Space Sciences publications. Collection dates: 1956-2004.
Size: 0.2 linear feet.

Philo T. Farnsworth and Elma G. Farnsworth papers. Collection
dates: 1924-1992. Size: 96 linear feet, 45 compact discs.
James Chipman Fletcher photograph collection. Collection
dates: 1971-1977. Size: 122 photographs.
Oral history interview with John Horel. Collection dates: 2013.

Meta Henne notebook. Collection dates: 1915. Size: 1 volume.

Shih-Kung Kao papers. Collection dates: 1955-1987. Size: 32.25
linear feet (69 boxes).

University of Minnesota. University Archives. Andersen Library,
Minneapolis, MN, USA

University of Utah Department of Meteorology records.
Collection dates: 1948-1984. Size: 1.25 linear feet.

Tibor Zoltai papers. Collection dates: 1959-1988. Size: 1.3 cubic feet.
University of Virginia. Alderman Library. Special Collections.
Charlottesville, VA 22903, USA
University of Pennsylvania. University Archives and Records
Center. Philadelphia, PA 19104-6320, USA
William Edwards Stephens papers. Collection dates: 1939-1980.
Size: 3 cubic feet.
www.aip.org/history-programs

Richard Scott Mitchell papers. Collection dates: 1937-1988 Size: 3.5
linear feet (8.5 boxes).
(continued on page 24)
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University of Virginia World War II records. Collection dates:
1938-1946, 1951, and undated. Size: 3 linear feet (7 boxes).

University of Washington. University Archives. Mailstop #0-10,
Seattle, WA 98195, USA

Wisconsin weather stories. Collection dates: 2012
Warren Weaver notebooks and papers from student and teaching
years at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Collection dates:
undated. Size: 31 items.

Edward C. Lingafelter papers. Collection dates: 1959-1994. Size:
1 linear foot.

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. American Geographical
Society Library. 2311 E. Hartford Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53211,
USA

University of Wisconsin-Green Bay. Archives & Area Research
Center. Green Bay, WI 54311, USA

John R. Mather papers. Collection dates: 1949-2000. Size: 3 linear
feet (5 boxes).

Wnuversity of Wisconsin -- Green Bay Climate Laboratory records,
1971-1979. Collection dates: 1971-1979. Size: 0.2 linear feet.

Wesleyan University. Special Collections & Archives. Olin
Memorial Library. Middletown CT 06459, USA

University of Wisconsin-Madison. University Archives. Steenbock
Library, Madison, WI 53706, USA

Vernet E. Eaton papers. Collection dates: 1935-1959. Size: 1
manuscript box.

H.H. Barschall talks about his life and career with John Cameron,
[video recording]. Collection dates: 1995. Size: 1 videocassette
(101 min.): sound, color ; 1/2 in.

John M. Van Vleck papers. Collection dates: 1850-1912. Size: 1
manuscript box.

NEW FINDING AIDS
Brigham Young University. Harold B. Lee Library. Special
Collections Division. P.O. Box 26835, Provo, UT 84602-6835, USA

College of William and Mary. Earl Gregg Swem Library. Special
Collections Research Center. Williamsburg, VA 23185, USA

Brigham Young University Department of Physics records.
Collection dates: 1950-1971. Size: 1 box (6 linear inches).

B. Blagden notebook. Collection dates: 1739. Size: 318 pages.

Carl F. Eyring lecture notes on thermodynamics. Collection dates:
1922-1923. Size: 1 volume (192 pages).

Georgia Institute of Technology. Library and Information Center,
Atlanta, GA 30332-0900, USA

Wayne B. Hales papers. Collection dates: 1852-1980. Size: 2.5
linear feet (3 boxes) and 11 linear feet (11 cartons).

Earl McDaniel papers. Collection dates: circa 1970-1991.

Oral History interviews with Vern O. Knudsen. Collection dates:
1966-1969. Size: 6 transcripts.

Harvard University. Archives. Pusey Library. Cambridge, MA
02138, USA

Vern Knudsen laboratory notebooks. Collection dates: 19131940. Size: 10 notebooks.

Norman Ramsey personal archive. Collection dates: 1919-2010
and undated. Size: 101.34 cubic feet (88 record cartons, 36 document
boxes, 7 card boxes, 1 microfilm box).

Joseph de Lalande letters. Collection dates: 1788-1805. Size: 33
items (98 leaves).

Catholic University of America. The American Catholic History
Research Center and University Archives. Washington, DC 20064,
USA
Clyde Cowan Papers. Collection dates: 1952-1974. Size: 9 feet (7
boxes).
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Institute Archives and
Special Collections. M.I.T. Libraries. Rm. 14N-118, Cambridge,
MA 02139, USA
Charles R. Cross papers. Collection dates: 1855-1913. Size: 2 cubic
feet (4 manuscript boxes; 1 flat box).
Henry G. Houghton papers. Collection dates: 1929-1984. Size: 4.3
cubic feet (4 record cartons) and (1 manuscript box).
www.aip.org/history-programs

John G. Trump papers. Collection dates: 1933-1981. Size: 15 cubic
feet (15 records cartons).
Rainer Weiss papers. Collection dates: 1946-1999. Size: 36 cubic
feet (111 manuscript boxes; 1 flat box).

Michigan State University. University Archives and Historical
Collections. East Lansing, MI 48824, USA
Lyman J. Briggs papers. Collection dates: 1882-1979. Size: 2 cubic
feet.

National Center for Atmospheric Research/University
Corporation for Atmospheric Research. Archives. PO Box 3000,
Boulder, CO 80307-3000, USA
Oral history interview with David Atlas. Collection dates: 1987
September 30. Size: 2 sound cassettes (2 hours).

Oral history interview with Philip Thompson. Collection dates:
1987. Size: 3 sound cassettes.

Princeton University. Department of Rare Books and Special
Collections. 1 Washington Road, Princeton, NJ 08544, USA
Arthur M. Greene papers. Collection dates: 1902-1953. Size: 2.7
linear feet (3 archival boxes; 1 flat oversize box).

Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study. Schlesinger Library.
Cambridge, MA 02138, USA
Irene Fischer papers. Collection dates: 1942-1991. Size: 5.6 linear
feet (13 half file boxes, 1 folio folder, and 10 photograph folders).
Dinah L. Moche papers. Collection dates: 1966-1995. Size: 4.59
linear feet (11 file boxes, 1 folio folder, and 1 photograph folder).

Oral history interview with Horace Byers. Collection dates: 1987
August 3. Size: 1 sound cassette (2 hours).

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Folsom Library. Institute
Archives and Special Collections. Troy, NY 12180, USA

Oral history interview with Walter M. Elsasser. Collection dates:
1986 March 12. Size: 1 cassette.

Erich A. Marx papers. Collection dates: 1905-1913. Size: 0.25 linear feet.

42 years of research on atmospheric disturbances [sound
recording]. Collection dates: 1988 February 24. Size: 1 sound
cassette.
Oral history interview with T. T. Fujita. Collection dates: 1988
February 25. Size: 1 sound cassette.
Oral history interview with Eric Kraus. Collection dates: 1987.
Size: 1 sound cassette.

William Pitt Mason papers. Collection dates: 1877-1924, 18851915 (bulk). Size: 1.5 linear feet.
Henry H. Nolte papers. Collection dates: 1915-1960. Size: 2 linear feet.

State University of New York at Albany. Archives. University
Libraries, B-43, 1400 Washington Avenue, Albany, NY 12222, USA
Bernard Vonnegut papers. Collection dates: 1928-1997. Size:
39.04 cubic feet.

Oral history interview with Julius London. Collection dates: 1987
May 21. Size: 2 sound cassettes.
Oral history interview with Patrick D. McTaggart-Cowan.
Collection dates: 1983 October 5. Size: 3 sound cassettes (5 hours).
Oral history interview with Robert Edward Munn. Collection
dates: 1983 September 28. Size: 2 sound cassettes (2 hours).
Oral history interview with Chester Newton. Collection dates:
1990 March 13. Size: 1 sound cassette.
Oral history interview with Norman A. Phillips. Collection dates:
1989 October 2-3. Size: 4 sound cassettes.

State University of New York at Albany. Archives. University
Libraries, B-43, 1400 Washington Avenue, Albany, NY 12222, USA
State University of New York at Albany Department of Astronomy
and Space Sciences records. Collection dates: 1967-1976. Size: 4
cubic feet.

Syracuse University. Archives and Records Management. E. S.
Bird Library. Syracuse, NY 13244, USA
Syracuse University Department of Physics records. Collection
dates: 1889-2015. Size: 6.5 linear feet (6 boxes).

Oral history interview with Herbert Riehl. Collection dates: 1989.
Size: 2 sound cassettes.
Oral history interview with Joanne Simpson. Collection dates:
1989. Size: 2 sound cassettes.
Oral history interview with Joseph Smagorinsky. Collection
dates: 1986. Size: 2 sound cassettes.
www.aip.org/history-programs

Syracuse University. Special Collections Research Center. E. S.
Bird Library, Syracuse, NY 13244-2010, USA
Fairfield Academy collection. Collection dates: 1804-1950. Size: 10
linear feet.
(continued on page 26)
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University of Michigan. Bentley Historical Library. Ann Arbor,
Michigan 48109-2113, USA
Homer Neal papers. Collection dates: 1961-1997. Size: 39 linear
feet (40 boxes, 1 oversize folder).
Walter Pinkus papers. Collection dates: 1960-2011. Size: 7 linear
feet, 1 oversize box.

University of Missouri. Western Historical Manuscript Collection.
23 Ellis Library. Columbia, MO 65201, USA
A Brief History of the Research Reactor Facilities at the University
of Missouri. Collection dates: 1965. Size: 26 pages.
Historical Sketch of the Department of Physics, University of
Missouri. Collection dates: 1839-1954. Size: 5 folders.

University of Missouri Research Council records. Collection
dates: 1920-1961. Size: 2.2 linear feet.

University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Special Collections Library.
James D. Hoskins Library. Knoxville, TN 37996, USA
Silvanus Thompson letters to Wilhelm Röntgen. Collection dates:
1897. Size: 5 letters.
Atomic Energy Commission Advisory Committee for Biology and
Medicine papers. Collection dates: 1947-1951. Size: 35 cm.

University of Virginia. Alderman Library. Special Collections.
Charlottesville, VA 22903, USA
Frank L. Hereford papers. Collection dates: 1960-1976. Size: 1.25
linear feet (3 boxes).

Meriwether Lewis astronomy notebook. Collection dates: 1805.
Size: 1 volume.
Walter Owens student notebooks. Collection dates: 1878-1881.
Size: 4 volumes.
T. J. J. See notebooks. Collection dates: 1892-1896. Size: 3 folders.
W. J. Spillman notebooks. Collection dates: 1885-1886. Size: 11
volumes.
William M. Trenholme letters. Collection dates: 1931-1963. Size:
98 folders.

Wisconsin Historical Society. Archives. 816 State Street, Madison,
WI 53706, USA
David R. Finkelstein papers. Collection dates: 1964-1966. Size: 0.4
cubic feet (1 archives box).

Yale University Library. Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript
Library. Box 208240, New Haven, CT 06520, USA
Josiah W. Gibbs papers. Collection dates: 1811-1947. Size: 9 linear
feet (21 boxes).

University of Missouri Department of Physics addition to records.
Collection dates: 1993. Size: 29 boxes.

Check out the Lyne Starling Trimble Science Heritage Public Lectures series at
www.aip.org/history-programs/physics-history/trimble-lectures

The Lyne Starling Trimble Science Heritage Public Lecture Series features prominent science historians and writers who highlight
the important roles that science plays in modern society and culture.
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AIP Science
Communication
Awards
2017 Winners
Timothy Jorgensen
Strange Glow: The Story of Radiation
Princeton University Press

Natalie Wolchover
What No New Particles Means for Physics
Quanta Magazine

Antonia Banyard and Paula Ayer
Water WoW: An Infographic Exploration
Annick Press

Noah Baker, Lorna Stewart, and
Dog and Rabbit Animation Company
Laureates in Their Own Words-Physics
Nature

www.aip.org/history-programs
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